Current data integration approaches by bioinformaticians frequently involve extracting data from a wide variety of public and private data repositories, each with a unique vocabulary and schema, via scripts. These separate data sets must then be normalized through the tedious and lengthy process of resolving naming differences and collecting information into a single view. Attempts to consolidate such diverse data using data warehouses or federated queries add significant complexity and have shown limitations in flexibility. The alternative of complete semantic integration of data requires a massive, sustained effort in mapping data types and maintaining ontologies. We focused instead on creating a data architecture that leverages semantic mapping of experimental metadata, to support the rapid prototyping of scientific discovery applications with the twin goals of reducing architectural complexity while still leveraging semantic technologies to provide flexibility, efficiency and more fully characterized data relationships. A metadata ontology was developed to describe our discovery process. A metadata repository was then created by mapping metadata from existing data sources into this ontology, generating RDF triples to describe the entities. Finally an interface to the repository was designed which provided not only search and browse capabilities but complex query templates that aggregate data from both RDF and RDBMS sources. We describe how this approach (i) allows scientists to discover and link relevant data across diverse data sources and (ii) provides a platform for development of integrative informatics applications.
INTRODUCTION
Data from biological research is proliferating at an unprecedented and increasing pace, with the dizzying variety of content making biological science resemble information science. In the early genomic era the explosion of data was driven by sequence information: primarily observational data supporting human and other genome EST and assembly projects. Sequence-based data expanded through the 1990s as data generated at genome centers, academic, and commercial labs were submitted to databases that initially suffered from inconsistency, with ambiguous content and annotation. Tools to support controlled data submission of sequence data generated from defined technology platforms addressed many of these issues, with associated curation, systematic storage and query environments. Crossdatabase linking, query and retrieval tools such as NCBI's Entrez [2, 3] , EBI's Sequence Retrieval Systems (SRS) [4] and Japanese GenomeNet's DBGET [5] developed over the same period to support rapidly increasing data integration needs.
In what might be called the 'second wave' of the immediate post-genomic era, the explosion in data began to shift from observational to experimental 'omics', as biological discovery platforms providing massively multiplex readouts-such as gene expression microarrays [6] -became available. This transition from observation to experimentation created new demands for data management, as understanding the design and context of a genomic experiment are essential for its interpretation. Microarray technology was rapidly followed by newer technologies for massively parallel or complex observation (proteomics, metabalomics, high content screening) and manipulation (e.g. siRNA, miRNA and cDNA, chemical biology tools). It is common today to utilize these platforms both in biological and in clinical discovery: to identify novel therapeutic targets, disease markers, to understand heterogeneity of diseases and populations, and to validate observations in a variety of independent settings. Increasingly, bioinformatics analyses are not relying on any single observational or experimental approach, but combining genomic data across many studies (meta-analysis [7] [8] [9] [10] ) or leveraging multiple platforms such as gene expression microarrays and proteomics (integrative analysis [11] [12] [13] ) for more powerful inference. Scientists are also beginning to maintain and utilize common information resources using large scale platforms that provide baseline characterization of biological materials that could be utilized in routine work [14, 15] . This move towards integrative analysis and meta-analysis shows no signs of slowing, and underscores how important experimental and observational metadata is for these massive data collection endeavors to provide their full value.
But the growing importance of data integration has been accompanied by increasing risks of data segregation. While many companies have successfully commercialized high throughput measurement platforms, the platforms themselves are rarely compatible, and end users are presented with new products or substantial changes in existing products every year. Incompatibility is often a direct consequence of the measurement platform differences (e.g. different microarray platforms), but almost always represents a problem to be solved when integrating data [16] [17] [18] [19] .
For biological discovery driven organizations, data and information are predominantly hosted in databases or files that are either project or technology or department specific. One of the reasons for this is much of discovery data is rather transientscientists work in a fluid environment where data sets are generated as part of experiments that test hypotheses and then may be quickly forgotten. Individual databases host this data and information, which eventually become data silos within an organization. Little effort is made describing the content of the databases using controlled vocabulary and linking those to similar data sources across an organization. As a result, data vocabularies tend be project/platform based. Projects develop terms that do not carry into other labs and groups even within the same department with many terms for the same entity and multiple ways to characterize entities in multiple assays.
We wanted to address these twin challenges of, on the one hand, realizing the increasing value from data integration and, on the other hand, addressing the increasing proliferation of segregated, high volume data across scientific organization. Scientists should be able to ask complex queries across data sources such as ''Find all immunohistochemistry data for AKT/PI3K pathway member proteins from human colorectal neoplasm samples for which microarray expression data is also available'' with minimal data mining. This is a practical use case for the data set used in the integrated analysis published in [15] , and on which additional analyses have been built. We are developing a strategic process for semantic integration of metadata that allows for rapid on-boarding of new data types and development of integrated analysis applications.
COMMON DATA INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS IN BIOINFORMATICS
Traditional solutions for data management and integration often fall into a mix of cross-linking, data warehouse or data federation approaches, for which a variety of commercial technologies exist. In practice, these integration solutions are often built in a highly mixed flat file (both textual and linked) and relational database environment, with higher levels of integrations stacked on top. An excellent review of bioinformatics integration systems circa 2004 was written by Hernandez and Kambhampati [20] , which describes the characteristics of sources which drive the need for integration, the dimensions of variation of integration solutions including goals of integration, data models and levels of transparency and finally the integration approaches of a number of well known systems which tend to not strictly follow any single model. A more recent review focused on the use of Semantic Web and Web 2.0 technologies can be found in Goble and Stevens [21] .
As a widely cited example database from the literature, we can consider the Protein Data Bank (PDB), whose own history reflects an increasing demand for integration [22] . While sometimes referred to as a warehouse, the PDB originated as a flat file storage mechanism for macromolecular structures and had developed by the year 2000 an architecture that included a relational database core, flat file storage distribution, use of a controlled vocabulary and core ontology derived from small molecule crystallographic standards, and a variety of mechanisms for web-based query and search [23] . Importantly, the PDB had adopted a set of external database cross-links into its core architecture, and the PDB became increasingly used by the other crosslinking mechanisms in other integration initiatives [24] . Over the next few years, the PDB team published advances standardizing the archive and allowing it to scale with the increase in data coming from structural genomics [25] [26] [27] . More recently, the wwPDB has been developed to ensure uniform standards from distributed initiatives and unambiguous global accessibility [28] , and the PDB itself has been an example database for integrative systems using Semantic Web technology [29, 30] .
None of these developments have occurred in isolation. As the PDB is widely used, the evolution of standards has been met with criticism that the revisions have not been standardized enough [31] , even as the PDB architecture has been subject to further remediation [32, 33] . Furthermore, multiple authors have published projects building additional query capabilities, integration with other databases, or architectural standards on top of what is already provided [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The PDB represents some measure of the range of legacy requirements commonly inherited when looking to integrate existing databases into an enterprise system. Strongly centralized architectures like data warehouses may not be a good match for the challenges of the enterprise discovery environment, as they are more effective when working with slowly evolving data models [21, 38] . While they can be highly effective in many cases (for an example see the PEPR gene chip warehouse [39] ) augmenting a warehouse with new data types can be a significant task that may require redesign of the data model [21] .
Data federation [40] provides a logical association of multiple data sources into a unified view, so that data appears as one logical data source. A variety of federated systems are widely used in bioinformatics. For example, BioMart [41] [42] [43] is a well-known system that can use either a single data repository or a federated design to integrate multiple repositories in many disciplines. It is currently the underlying architecture for several data collections such as Wormbase [44] , PRIDE [45] and Reactome [46] , ranging from pure data warehouse to purely federated designs
Integrating data is a more difficult challenge than simply linking data sets. Traditional federated systems do not provide a means to characterize connections between data items, so relationships between the data have to be represented by other means. However, recent developments such as LinkHub [29] use semantic web technology in a federated architecture for linking biological databases.
The semantic web provides set of standards, some still evolving, for structuring and characterizing data. Semantic web [47] achieves integration by use of technologies such as Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) [48] , Resource Description Framework (RDF) [1] and the OWL Web Ontology Language [49] . There are a number of papers which describe the technologies, list available tools and outline the benefits of semantic technologies for data integration which the user can reference including [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . The aspects most important to our goals include the following:
URIs provide a means to uniquely identify entities such as compounds, assays and treatments which may have multiple identifiers given by various teams, vendors or standards. The Life Science Identifier (LSID) [55] standard, when more fully adopted by the community, may provide industry wide identifiers. The ability to more fully characterize relationships between the entities that comprise scientific investigation was critical for the platform. In our hybrid RDBMS/semantic repository environment, properties like rdfs:seeAlso and owl:sameAs provide a means to link to normalized results in relational stores. The ability to inference will allow scientists to digest large amount of data with integrative analysis applications and extract knowledge in a way that is not possible when data sets are simply linked.
Complete semantic integration of data requires a significant, sustained effort in mapping data types and maintaining ontologies. The existing data layers, which have been constructed over time and represent a significant investment of enterprise resources, are now duplicated. Vendor support is only beginning to emerge for semantic technologies; security patterns are not as well developed and performance is not on par with RDBMS systems. Nonetheless, semantic Web systems are rapidly being adopted in bioinformatics community both for individual databases and for integration [12, 29, 50, 56] .
LSCDD DATA ARCHITECTURE
The Lilly Singapore Centre for Drug Discovery (LSCDD) data architecture goal was not only to establish a more organized data layer-easier to maintain, more efficient for hosting new data sets, and more accessible to both scientists and applications-but to transform the way Lilly scientists extract knowledge from data. Rather than simply linking data sets, the architecture should enable integrative applications to provide users a significantly more powerful means to locate items of interest and provide a platform to deliver subsequently higher level applications that facilitate complex problem solving. We do not attempt to duplicate or transform the primary data to RDF, but focus instead on the metadata as the key basis for integration. A request like 'Estimate the survival association statistics for the expression levels of transcripts in cancer microarray data sets for those genes whose knockdown by RNAi shows a strong phenotype in cancer cell lines of the same source organ' is a question that requires analysis of at least two data sets (RNAi knockdown and clinical survival association), but one for which a complete answer requires a query across integrated metadata (what data sets do we have that satisfy the criteria). We wanted the architecture to support one-time questions and their rapid migration into repeatable scenarios and new applications.
The architecture design was an attempt to leverage the strengths of each technology involved; the speed and security of RDBMS systems for dense results data and the flexibility and ability of semantic technologies to strongly characterize data and relationships for sparse experimental metadata.
The target architecture (Figure 1 ) is the result of an iterative process from multiple integration projects with input from data owners and end users. Scientists took part in multiple roles of ontology development: creating the metadata ontology, defining competency questions to validate the ontology, and verifying the mapping of existing metadata into this new vocabulary. Application owners were consulted to define a migration path to leverage the integration components. Data owners advised the team on data migration and policies for data security and retention.
DATA LAYER
The data foundation was based on a set of databases (including many legacy systems) that contain experimental context, raw and derived results, and mapping and annotation information. Initially, LSCDD faced many of the standard data integration issues: an organically developed set of repositories had been developed over time and the number of databases had begun to expand beyond the ability to manage them with existing resources. Some repositories represented several types of data that were created for a specific project; other schemas had been developed in an attempt to support all data of a given type. New data sets were frequently loaded into databases by creating tools for specifically loading a particular data set. There was little consistency between schemas in naming or structure. This approach created a situation where users were not able to locate relevant data without engaging (and knowing) data owners, undertaking tedious mining efforts, or enlisting hands-on IT support. This data layer not only represented a significant investment in resources, but a number of applications were dependent on its existing structure.
A strategy that would leverage as much of the existing design as possible and minimize the impact to daily operations was required. We took an approach in which normalized data is hosted in domain-centric schemas that evolve with a single platform technology (see bottom layer of Figure 1 ). This mitigates the challenges of evolving schemas by limiting the number of technologies that must be supported by a single schema. When a technology vendor changes data formats or types, the impact is typically restricted to a single repository. Schemas reflect the vendor's data standards by design and thereby evolve more gracefully with the technology platforms they support. Furthermore, the unprocessed raw data generated from various platforms will be stored in its original format, usually images or flat file, as this is rarely accessed.
We looked at the schemas of the existing databases to determine how to refactor individual designs to support the designated data with minimal impact to the dependent systems. Metadata would initially be duplicated in both the metadata repository system described below and in the relational store; this metadata would opportunistically be removed from relational stores over a series of releases. Databases hosting the same data type were merged. In some cases, this meant hosting a few duplicate tables as an interim measure to allow dependent applications time to implement required changes. Similarly, tables that hosted raw data were not removed immediately but would not longer be loaded with new data sets. These choices required that the data architects identify opportunities for additional refactoring to remove these remnants and evolve the data architecture toward the defined goals. As a consequence, the data layer is now evolving in a direction that has a well defined organization and requires fewer resources to maintain.
INTEGRATION LAYER
The integration layer hosts both the metadata repository system as well as the annotation database. The annotation database provides a central repository for genomic annotation including mappings between reagents and genes, gene lists (gene family, targets, etc.), platforms and reagents (e.g. RNAi reagents) which are mapped to the backbone and annotations from internal pipelines. This aggregation of data, which was previously divided and duplicated in several databases, makes annotation information more maintainable and facilitates integration with analysis workflows. Updating the annotation database is required with new genome assemblies, 
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(Genomic backbone and functional information) new annotation data, and integration of new platforms that require running a genome mapping pipeline. This provides a relatively stable common annotation framework for evolving technologies.
Metadata is critical to providing experiment context. The Metadata Repository was designed as the primary novel integration component of the data architecture at LSCDD, and one for which we decided to use Semantic Web technology. A unified and normalized view of discovery work completed or in process at LSCDD facilitates not only enables access to but also understanding of the information because scientists share a common set of terms which describe the work of site research staff. Links to both the Gene Ontology (GO) and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) ontologies allowed us to demonstrate to users the ability to link ontologies to further enhance data integration. We are coordinating with other ontology efforts within Eli Lilly to design enterprise-wide ontologies and mappings between enterprise and local ontologies.
An ontology is a formal representation of the domain of interest. Ontologies are flexible characterizations that can evolve to support metadata from new research projects and collaborations, while allowing the user to focus on the concepts and their relationships. When experiment metadata is characterized in an ontology, the user is presented with a conceptual view of the information to which reasoning may be applied based on the semantics of the terms. Additionally, modeling and formatting standards greatly facilitate the process: using the OWL standard for the ontology supports interoperability with other internal and external information, and RDF provides an excellent format for metadata that is sparse and whose attributes vary widely between data sets.
The mapping from the experiment repositories into the ontology (Figure 2 ) was initially documented in a spreadsheet to allow the team to easily share and update information. The RDF utility d2r [57] was employed to extract data from relational databases and generate triples. This tool allowed rapid implementation of the mappings but had limits in scale and translation features. The project team now employs Informatica [51] , an enterprise-grade ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) product, which supports a wide range of sources, provides robust translational capabilities and self-documenting features for creation of the RDF triples. The repository is currently 50 million triples and is continually expanding. This process is discussed further in the on-boarding section below.
We examined a variety of available options for supporting semantic web technology, including middleware solutions for semantic data that allowed the use of relational data stores. These solutions look promising but are relatively new, and we had some concerns about added complexity and performance when compared with directly accessing RDF stores. The middleware technologies will certainly be revisited as they mature, but for the current project we chose the Oracle 11g RDF database to host the semantic data.
DATA ON-BOARDING
On-boarding of new data is an absolutely critical part of the modern data integration process. Eli Lilly is embarking on a discovery model that will expand its network of partners significantly, where externally generated discovery data will be the norm, not the exception. Hosting new data sets from collaborators in an efficient and robust manner is critical in such a distributed research environment, so we are creating an environment to provide processes, governance and tools to facilitate it.
Update of the metadata repository is integrated into the LSCDD data on-boarding strategy ( Figure 3 ). When considering a new data source or data type the data owners and data architects, consulting with the business owners, define where they should reside among the internal repositories as well as how metadata is represented in the ontology. Enterprise-grade ETL tools are employed to process the data files, perform the defined transformations, and then deposit results data in the appropriate relational databases. During these workflows, metadata is separated from results data. RDF triples are generated for the metadata which represent the data relationships defined in the ontology, after which the triples are deposited in the metadata repository. New data sets and updates can now be hosted and quickly accessed by users without requiring project-level efforts to manage the on-boarding. This data is now available to all scientists with appropriate access, not just project members involved in the data generation. Existing metadata-based queries access this new data set with no modification.
To manage data on-boarding in collaborations, Lilly scientists and collaborators are provided with data transfer software which includes data encryption capabilities, data masking and configurable data validation capabilities. Data validation modules review data sets to verify that the necessary supporting metadata is included before the transfer is initiated. If metadata is not complete, the missing elements are clearly identified to the user to facilitate the correction of the data set. This is a critical step that reduces manual validate of new data files, enforces SLAs (Service Level Agreements) for the data delivery and facilitates the migration of data into the LSCDD data repositories.
The end result is a maintainable enterprise data architecture which enables our scientists to ask complex queries across heterogeneous data while minimizing data mining and normalization tasks.
APPLYING AND EXTENDING DATA INTEGRATION Metadata browse/query views
To encourage exploration and facilitate understanding of the vocabulary a facet-style [58] view of the metadata repository was initially constructed. The facets in this design were the attributes on each class that were comprised of a constrained number of unique values. Users can browse discovery metadata based on attributes (facets) of the class. A user can list all Projects that are that have a value of say 'Obesity' for the DiseaseState attribute and look at the details of these projects without ever building a query. As another example, all instances of the Samples entity that have a TissueRegion attribute equal to 'Adipose' can be viewed. Users found this to be a simple, intuitive way to quickly gain an understanding of the types of data available. In practice, many users explore the repository first using the faceted browser view, and then use the brower view as a reference when constructing a more sophisticated query in the query view described below. As the number of experiments represented in the metadata repository grows, users will require the ability to apply multiple filters to different entities in the ontology so that flexible searching can quickly return a refined set of results. The query view (Figure 4 ) allows users to select the type of entity for which they are searching then apply filters to any other entity in the ontology. This is a powerful searching approach from which users may construct complex queries that span not only data types but even ontologies.
For example, a user can ask: Find all grade III colorectal cancer samples. And for these samples, pull out the AKT1mutations and immunohistochemistry tissue microarray (TMA) data results. This view displays the ontology graphically and shows the relationships between the entities, attributes defined for every entity and links to other ontologies. The Current Query pane at the bottom of the interface shows a more sentence-like translation of the current filters applied. This is undoubtedly a view for the power user, but the flexibility allows a user to discover underlying data associated with metadata anywhere across the multitude of distributed systems. To avoid confusion about formats of identifiers or what values comprise a constrained list, normalization, auto-completion and drop down lists are available.
The browse and query views are completely ontology independent and can be used as an interface to any type of information represented by an ontology and supporting RDF triples. While the performance of searching RDF data continues to improve, it does not match the response time of an enterprise-grade relational database. Standard queries run in under 45 s but queries that span the linked GO and MeSH ontologies may require 2-3 min to resolve. A configurable caching mechanism has been designed to improve the user experience.
Scientific question templates
While complex queries can be constructed using the query view, defining the necessary filters that span multiple ontologies can be a daunting task for an average user. Furthermore, the metadata query view accesses only the metadata, and does not provide aggregation of normalized results from the underlying relational data stores. To address these gaps, an additional view was added for 'question templates', to demonstrate how complex queries can be answered by aggregating data from both the metadata repository and normalized results in relational databases. A few commonly requested queries that required querying multiple schemas and tedious normalization of terms and units were implemented as question templates. These templates were designed to simplify the creation of complex queries along with optimizing performance especially when aggregating content over multiple data sources. As a result, results aggregation which may have required hours or days can now be performed in a few minutes.
Question templates include:
Finding mutations and/or SNPs for cell line(s) and/or patient samples from multiple in-house and selected external data sources.
For a given gene or genes, finding methylation status in cell lines and/or clinical samples along with the expression profile of those gene(s) in those sample(s). Finding preclinical models that are sensitive to a given class of compounds and have a specific genomic aberration as measured be one or more genomic platforms and/or reported in one or more data sources. Find all siRNA or shRNA reagents available in house that have been validated to knock down a gene or pathway activity in cell lines, and which showed a specific change in phenotype in given assay types.
These complex questions, spanning multiple repositories, demonstrated the feasibility of using the metadata exploration to develop integrative applications. Scientists and informatics engineers are able to leverage these templates as prototypes for additional applications that will change the way data is engaged and information extracted. The iteration between the browsing interface and the templating interface provides a powerful process for generating reproducible and informative query results.
These multiple interfaces offer users a number of ways to leverage the metadata. We expect most sessions will conclude with a refined list of items that the scientist will transfer to other tools for further investigation. Driven by user feedback, the views will continue to evolve and the number may expand or collapse as we understand in more detail the ways users want to interact with this repository.
Community editing
In a scientific setting it is rather uncommon to edit raw or normalized experiment data. However, as the understanding of the experiment improves, experiment metadata changes to reflect the current state of the experiment. Augmenting the metadata can increase the knowledge value when scientists supplement or modify attributes such as experiment description, key conclusions, provide links to similar studies and other additional information related to project. Subsequent users benefit from this additional information, which may improve search results. The current system provides the ability to connect instances and define new relationships between entities, with relationship verification. This in effect makes editable attributes configurable. A reification design is implemented so that edits are tracked and attributed to owners. Other innovative features are being designed to facilitate community editing.
Going forward
The architecture described here, focusing semantic technologies on metadata for integrative informatics applications in partially federated systems, is deployed in the production environment and has demonstrated the ability to integrate heterogeneous data in a unique and effective manner. As project teams continue to develop designs to leverage this platform, we expect the present system to expand and evolve. Public domain ontologies, thesauri, and wikis will allow better characterization of both queries and results. Technologies to mine the wealth of text-based information in laboratory notebooks, journals and public discussion boards can be leveraged. Community-based ontologies and more intuitive bridging of vocabularies will expand the breadth of information users can access. A flexible access restriction model is currently under design to fulfill access restriction requirements from our data owners.
Lessons learned from the first implementation phase of this architecture include:
1. The performance of the semantic data store in Oracle has improved significantly in the 11g release but, as with SQL, the structure of a query can have a large impact on reponse time. 2. Even though our users were involved in the creation of the ontology, the application team needed to educate users on how to interact with this vocabulary and construct queries on the repository.
Integrative applications
Existing analysis applications using this framework access the metadata repository via services to interact with the information as part of larger analysis workflows. But as the metadata exploration interface described above can accelerate iteration of complex scientific queries from one-time questions to stable, reusable templates; those template questions can themselves become the basis for new, more broadly integrative, applications. We describe one example application here that provides users with the ability to define complex queries over a number of internal and public sources using the semantics of discovery instead of database identifiers. The Integrated Genomics Portal for Cancer Research-IGPCR (we recognize that the name 'IGPCR' is readily confused with both 'G Protein Coupled Receptors' and 'Polymerase Chain Reaction', but such are the perils naming an application) is a Lilly Science Grid application developed as a partnership within Lilly between LSCDD and Oncology Discovery Research. IGPCR allows scientists to query and visualize the analysis results of diverse private and public oncology genomic data sets, both clinical and preclinical, in an integrative manner. This application provides searchable interfaces for end users to query data by target or histology of interest and get a quick overview of the available data. Tumor and cell line basal characterization data generated using multiple genomic and tissue-based technologies (mRNA, miRNA, aCGH, DNA and histone methylation, sequencing, IHC, and more) are then displayed corresponding to a query ( Figure 5 ). For preclinical models, the basal characterization is integrated with compound response data from multiple assays to help scientists identify tumor types responsive to compounds of interest in model systems, and drive forward the understanding of any genomic basis for differential response to treatment. For clinical data where survival or response is available, IGPCR provides information on genes with significant association using appropriate survival analysis techniques. The IGPCR system is searchable in multiple ways: an alternative approach for preclinical data is to search by compound to get a quick overview of the test data available and then link back to integrative genomic data.
By providing and linking metadata for all the query results, the application is able to display multiple layers of biological and experimental contextual information in the same panel, resulting in much richer display of information. Even more information can be displayed than is provided by the application itself, since the IGPCR application functions within a shared web services application framework-the Lilly Science Grid-along with other applications using the same metadata and listening to the same events. If a user has installed multiple applications in the LSG framework, a single query to one application leveraging the metadata will trigger events against which all the applications can act simultaneously.
Meta-application
Users vary in how they conduct queries, and sometimes the approach needs to vary depending on the information they need to collect. The Google phenomenon has highlighted the need for simple interfaces and conditioned users to believe that they can retrieve correct results from minimal input: a few keywords and the click of a search button. The project team considered approaches for providing a minimalist search interface with a task oriented perspective. For example, what are the typical tasks a user wants to perform when the user enters a gene name? Based on the type of entity; gene name, tissue name or compound identifier, a results page which is oriented to the most likely tasks will be constructed. Significant results from source repositories as well as connections to other key entities from the metadata repositories are displayed in an intuitive layout. Integration with a number of internal (as well as public) analysis tools connect results to the appropriate tools for more detailed investigation. In this way, the basic search view becomes a task-oriented meta-application by connecting query results to analysis tools available in the enterprise.
CONCLUSIONS
The growing importance of integrative analysis and meta-analysis to addressing informatics challenges in a post-genomic era has made it clear that isolated database systems will be of decreasing value. Enterprise solutions to data integration in pharmaceutical research can take any number of architectural paths, but face common challenges: integrating public data with private data, managing multiple legacy systems, and providing new functionality as the varieties and volume of data continue to increase. The approach taken here does not attempt to use semantic technologies to solve all of these problems, and indeed can be criticized for applying, thus far, semantic technologies to address syntactic problems. But this approach has addressed some of the critical problems in our current data integration environment, and holds promise for increasingly integrative informatics applications.
Key Points
Current methods used by enterprise organizations to manage scientific data often result in data silos that limit the value of information. Semantic integration of metadata provides an agile approach to creating a integrated information architecture without wholesale conversion of legacy relational data to RDF triples. A semantic metadata integration architecture provides a platform for prototyping and developing integrative scientific applications. Process and governance components facilitate efficient hosting of new data from distributed sources.
